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2014 Election Scenario Repeat Unacceptable

KABUL - Addressing a gathering at the Sapidar Palace regarding government’s policies towards women, the election, the CEO said the presence of women in election was vital and important. He said the next election might be challenging but everyone should perform their responsibility to have free and fair elections.

About rigging and other electoral fraud, Abdullah said a repetition of the catastrophe following the last presidential election was not acceptable for citizens and no government institution possessed the right to work in it to conduct elections. Abdullah said Afghanistan’s state and welfare was connected with election and there was no other option for holding elections. “Even those who did not believe in new election see it now the only way forward.”

He said a greater presence of women in polls could ensure transparency and fairness. “Greater participation of women in elections is the only solution of the current situation more than anyone else,” she said.

Women Affairs Minister Dilara Nazar said participation of women in elections meant supporting democracy, rule of law and human rights. She said women awareness programs are “very important”.

KABUL - New figures by Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC) indicate that 590 civilians were killed and 1,892 others were wounded in government forces operations since the beginning of the current solar year which coincides with March 23, 2019. The CEO of the AIHRC, Miss Mahmoudi, told TOLOnews that 773 of the victims are children who have either been killed or wounded in government forces operations during the period.

“Unfortunately, measures were not taken to reduce the number of civilian casualties,” he said. “In some instances there was a sharp rise among the vulnerable victims.” He said the operations in which the casualties happened were carried out by pro-government forces against militancy in different parts of the country.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Abdullah Abdullah has said a repetition of the 2014 presidential election scenario is unacceptable and no government institution has the right to work for or organize a presidential hopeful.
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